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Abatract 
• 
The epic tradition provides an interesting backg~ou,nd to 
the study of Joyce's unwritten hero: his reader. Following 
in the Homeric path, the reader takes on the mythic role o( 
journeyman, a seeker of truth. Of all Ulysses• chapter•, the 
central Wandering Rocks is the domain of the literate 
I 
traveler. 
The twentieth century perspective, however, calls for 
different heroic tactics. Just as Bloom and Stephen never 
quite attain their quest, so the reader also blunders in 
judgment. It is the quest for knowledge--the inquisitiveness-
-that invigorates the modern hero: the search IS the quest. 
This notion • 1S indicative of the latter twentieth 
century's fascination with the nature of text and the reader's 
ability to understand that nature. Joyce's novel allows for 
an unusual degree of reader participation, partially as a 
result of the epic format and, partly because of Joyce's 
complex, unpredictable styles. 
Adding to the reader's challenge, Joyce invokes the 
mythical image of the labyrinth, expanding its implications 
with images of blood and circulation. From thier aerial view, 
the readers follow the trappings--and traps--of the chapter 
10 Dubliners. From the cluttered paths left by the various 
wanderers, readers glean their notion of truth. 
1 
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Tbere i• no aaf• paaaageway through Joyce'• Wandering 
Rocka. By ottering us the choice once given to Ulysses, Joyce 
places the heroic decision on his reader, as well as the 
responsibility for the reader's choice. As Kathleen McCotmick 
" 
points out, only the strong reader is able to survive "thi• 
text that is both hostile and enticing" (287). 
I 
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To approach any episode of Jame• Joyce•• Ulysses 
\ 
requires an assessment of the novel's thematic content within 
the epic tradition. Contained in the criteria for epic 
evident in Homer and Virgil are the essentials of quest, 
structure, and heroics. In consideration of Joyce's place in 
the epic tradition, Bernard Benstock affirms that Ulysses is 
"a mock epic, but nonetheless epical'' (97). Regardless of the 
twentieth century's characteristic rebellion against the 
renaissance allegiance to classical form, Joyce's choice of 
the epic genre does adhere with fair consistency to the 
criteria, but his epic results in a less heroic and imposing 
tale. Using the quests of Bloom and Stephen, the strict 
structure of one day in Dublin, and the mundane heroism of the 
Irish people, Joyce creates an epic without the usually 
exaggerated and weighty pretensions of the classics. In 
Joyce's epic, the reader recognizes in the heroes and in the 
setting the marks of ordinary humanity; in that recognition, 
the reader can identify with the heroic quest instead of being 
awed and distanced by it. 
Joyce's initiative in dealing with the classic story nqt 
t' ) only deserves recognition as a witty rendition of Homer's 
work; it also reflects the ingenuity required of any great 
stylist. As David Hayman states in Ulysses: The Mechanics 
4 
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ot #ean1ng, Joyce, like Virgil, •ha• taken enotmoua liberties 
with his modal" (51). Hayman further asserts that Joyce chose 
Ulysses as a model for Bloom because "Homer's hero ••• was 
to (Joyce's] mind the most complete character in literature, 
a figure seen from many points of view, engaged in many 
activities, in terms of his many functions'' (51). 
As a reader of, and thus participant in, Joyce's fiction, 
I have discovered that the activities and functions of 
Ulysses-Bloom are observed not only by Joyce's Dubliners and 
by the nar~ator but also by anyone whose eyes glance through 
the pages of the novel. What makes this reader-involvement 
so unusual is the combination of a frustratingly unreliable 
omniscient narrator and the text's constant attempts to 
confound not only its characters but its reader as well. With 
the constant and often shocking changes in style, character, 
point-of-view, and language within each chapter, the reader 
is drawn into a quest of his or her own: what is the movement 
of this story? where is a point of reference from which an 
understanding of the action can begin? 
Joyce provides such a f-0cal point for his readers in the 
central chapter, Wandering Rocks. Most critical observations 
of this tenth chapter contentedly re-affirm its role as pivot, 
transition, and placidly reiterate the valid yet surely not 
.5 
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exhau•tive •cheaata and analyses of Gorman and Gilbert. 1 
These interpretations merely introduce the possibilities of 
this chapter's impact on the novel's structure; they do not 
approach the chapter's vital function as a wry tribute to 
Dublin and as touchstone for the reader. Not only does it 
allow the minor characters a voice and the reader a focus, but 
--
it also provides the reader with an opportunity to 
participate, make connections, and notice details, ultimately 
enabling him or her to evaluate Dublin, its inhabitants, and 
their actions. In the spirit of the Odyssey, the reader is 
given the choice to see paths clearly and, more significantly, 
to see the ''road not taken,'' so to speak, the route Ulysses 
chose to ignore: the path through the wandering rocks. 2 By 
1 The validity of the mentioned critics and their areas 
of concentration in respect to Ulysses is practically 
irreproachable. Joyce himself told Herbert Gorman that he 
had modeled his Ulysses on Homer's Odyssey and encouraged 
Stuart Gilbert to explore the analogy between the classic and 
contemporary works in detail. See Herbert German's 
biographical James Joyce (New York: Rinehart, 1939) for 
further ii .. f ormation. 
2 In Homer's epic, the witch Circe tells Odysseus the safest 
route back to his homeland, Ithaca. Part of his journey will 
require that he either pass through the Sympaglades -- the 
"wandering rocks" -- or sail between the two monsters Skylla 
and Charibdys. Circe warns Odysseus that through the "Rovers 
•.. not even any flying thing, not even the tremulous/doves 
• • . can pass" (Homer XII. 61-63) . Thus Odysseus and his men 
do not embark on the path through . the rocks, choosing the 
dangerous but supposedly more promising route between the 
monsters. By assigning a complete chapter in his Ulysses to 
what amounts to a mere five lines in the original, Joyce 
immediately calls attention to the ''other'' option, the one 
6 
taking a path experienced fully by neith•f Bloo• nor Stephen, 
the reader rulaa as the only consistently participating 
character in chapter ten and claims rightfully an heroic role 
in the Bloomsday epic. 
Initially, this academic exercise will impose a 
combination reader-response theory and hermeneutics on Joyce's 
masterpiece as it both reflects traditional heroic epic and 
challenges the conventions of that tradition. After laying 
the necessary groundwork to acquaint my reader with my 
• 
approach, I will delight in sharing the application of these 
theories. Ulysses is an richly endowed work; I am privileged 
with an opportunity to add yet another perspective to the 
copious scholarship focused on Joyce's monumental epic. 
that Odysseus ignored. This Homeric allusion will be further 
explored in chapter 2. 
7 
Chapter 1: 
The Reader in Theory, The Epic in Tradition 
• 
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Before beginning discussion of Joyce's Wandering 
Rocks, I need to justify my tactics and my position. 
According to my introduction, what I have proposed to 
discuss may seem vague; it is. Considering the diversity of 
my perspectives in reference to Joyce's chapter, I find I 
have a comfortable affinity with two broad theoretical 
perspectives: 1) reader-response theory and 2) the eclectic 
works of past criticism dealing with the Odyssey as the 
source material for Ulysses. I realize that addressing the 
former in all its applications would be a preposterous and 
fruitless task, especially considering the far-reaching 
boundaries of the reader-response school1 ; therefore, the 
background materials I will invoke serve as indicators 
of relevant ideas and do not presume to encompass the 
entirety of reader-response theories. They will, however, 
provide ideas specifically germane to the ensuing discussion 
of "Wandering Rocks. 11 Coupled with the established research 
1 Ian Maclean, in Modern Literary Theory: A Comparative 
Introduction, indicates the reader-response school's far-
reaching branches of study by noting the following 
classifications offered in Princeton University Press 1 s The 
Reader in the Text (Susan Suleiman and Inge Crosman, editors): 
the collection of essays covers "as well as phenomenological 
and hermeneutic approaches, rhetorical, semeiotic and 
structuralist, subjective and psychoanalytic, and finally 
sociological and historical varieties. The list need not end 
there • • • " ( 14 2) • 
9 
on epic theme in Ulysses, the reader-response precepts will 
serve as preparation for the discussion of Joyce's tenth 
chapter as the reader's odyssey. 
*** 
In his Heidegger reader, E.F. Kaelin poses the 
following about the art of reading: 
If reading is an activity that consists of follow-
ing an exposition or a narrative from a beginning 
to an ending in which a sense is to be understood, 
it seems necessary to follow the lead of the text-
ual development and to allow the "substance" of the 
argument to appear as we ourselves perform the 
moves required by the author's methods. (40-41) 
Kaelin's interpretation offers two significant ideas: 1) 
reading is a dynamic enterprise, and 2) the results of this 
enterprise are determined in part by both the ''author's 
methods" and the reader's interactions with them. Paul 
Ricoeur puts a more personal twist on the reader's interaction 
w:ith the text, claiming that a ''text is addressed to someone" 
(182, Ricoeur's italics). This instinctive personification 
of text, attributing a voice to a written work, immediately 
places great emphasis on the reader as active participant. 
This active participation in text, the implied and real 
connections between creator and reader, is the basis for 
critical positions rooted in reading as an art and in 
interpretation as a justifiable means of articulating the 
art of reading. The justification of interpretation, 
10 
bovever, raaain• a debatable topic: i• there one 
valid interpretation ot a given work, or are there many 
interpretations? In Hodern Literary Theory: A Comparative 
Introduction, Ian 
Maclean points out that not only is there tension between 
the "objectivists" and the ''subjectivists"2 but that the 
field of reading and interpretation, when applied to thp 
study of often fictional literary texts, "makes the process 
of legitimizing an interpretation all the more difficult" 
( 12 3) • 
To ease into a rationalization for interpreting texts, 
our examination should focus first on the essence of textual 
involvement: what does it entail? According to Kaelin: 
If there are no ideal texts, no finally closed 
texts, because every written text is a physical 
object and physical objects are present to us 
only in our perceptions of them, so be it; the 
texts we do possess give us ample grounds--even 
so--for entering into the literary uni-
verses they project. (328) 
Thus, for Kaelin, the text, as physical object, invites the 
2
• Maclean defines objectivist theory as one that 
''argu(es] that there is one correct meaning inherent in any 
text," while subjectivist theory claims ''that there are as 
many meanings as there are readers'' (123). He also 
, interchanges the opposing terms objectiv·ism/relativism and 
logicist/historicist with the aforementioned 
objectivist/subjectivist theories, respectively. 
11 
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• 
reader to perceive it and th~f•for• enter it• diegeaia5• 
Th• reader'• perception, in other word•, allow• hi• to 
participate aa an active component of the text. 
Thia invitation immediately establishes a two-way 
connection between text and reader. Initially, the 
relationship manifests itself in subjective/objective terms: 
transmitter and receiver, speaker and audience. But the 
reader's perceptions act as a response to the text, creating 
what is, essentially, a collaborative process. Elizabeth 
Freund confirms this kind of logic when she observes that 
not only is the text perceived (as Kaelin asserts) but the 
process of reading a text is also discernible: 
... 'reader-response criticism' attempts to 
make the imperceptible process of reading percep-
tible by seeking to reopen to scrutiny that which 
has been declared inscrutable, illegitimate or 
trivial. (5) 
This attention to both text and the reading process as 
perceptions indicates the significance of not only the text 
(now subjective) but also of the reader (the object). In 
3 Diegesis, according to O.E.D., is from the Greek, 
meaning ''narration, narrative; in a speech, the statement of 
a case . ;. . to describe. '' I am employing the word according 
to its usage in film theory circles; as defined in Bordwell 
and Thompson's Film Art: An Introduction, diegesis is"· . 
. the world of the film's story. The diegesis includes events 
that are presumed to have occurred and spaces not shown on 
screen" (385). The reason I employed this film terminology 
is the uniquely descriptive nature of Wandering Rocks. See 
my discussion of Craig Wallace Barrow's discussion of montage 
(p. 38). 
12 
n 
tbi• vein, Freund explain• how the acknowledgaent ot thi• 
relationship leads to the primacy ot reader's response: 
••• the swerve to the reader assumes that our 
relationship to reality is not a positive know-
ledge but a hermeneutic construct, that all 
perception is already an act of interpretation, 
that the notion of a·text-in-itself' is empty, 
•.. and that subject and object are indivisibly 
bound. ( 5) 
In keeping with the individuality yet indivisibility of 
subject and object, Freund refers to Wolfgang Iser's model; 
Iser asserts that there is a polar relationship in 
literature, with the text (the artistic pole) at one end and 
the reader's experience of the text (the aesthetic pole) at 
the other (142). The two poles create a third entity--
"'the work itself'"--which cannot claim to be securely 
artistic or aesthetic ( 142) • The existence of the ''work" 
implies the need for interaction between the two poles, 
reminiscent of the thesis-antithesis-synthesis model of 
thinking. 
I • , -<r 
This model of literature places crucial importance on 
input from the reader: the reader cannot take a passive 
role in literature and must recognize himself or herself as 
a participant. The act of reading, as noted before, is a 
perceivable process: it also requires the reader to react 
to, to understand, and to judge the perceived text. 
There is, then, intent on the reader's part, to 
participate in a discovery process: .. in other words, in a 
13 
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benaeneutical proc•••· The ••arch for aigniticance i• the 
purpoae of this methodology; according to Heidegger: 
Hermeneutics is the tool for expanding the levels 
of signification, for calling attention to those 
structures of experience that permit the tension 
between earth and world--between the surface 
and depth counters--to unfold. (328) 
Although hermeneutical approaches find their antecedent in 
the more "exact'' study of science, they can also be 
fruitfully applied in philosophical and theoretical 
pursuits. In Richard J. Bernstein's Beyond Objectivism and 
Realism, the author cites the argument of German philosopher 
Hans-Georg Gadamer when making his case for the application 
of hermeneutics to fictional texts: 
••. Every work of art, not only literature, must 
be understood like any other text that requires 
understanding, and this kind of understanding has 
to be acquired. This gives to the hermeneutical 
consciousness a comprehensive breadth that sur-
passes even that of the aesthetic consciousness. 
Aesthetics has to be absorbed into hermeneutics .. 
. . Conversely, hermeneutics must be so determined 
as a whole that it does justice to the experience 
of art. ( 12 5) 4 
Following this line of thought, then, one could logically 
4 The Gadamer quotes come from his work Wahrheit und 
Methode, published in 1975. In his notes on the Gadamer 
philosophy, Bernstein points out the limitations of a 
''hermeneutical dialogue . • . where .. the text is expressed 
only through the other partner, the interpreter' '' as opposed 
to ''living dialogue'' which allows for interaction and two-way 
interpretations. Gadamer makes an allowance for this 
limitation by reminding us that·, although a text may be 
understood and interpreted ·differently, "'nevertheless, we 
are interpreting the same text, the same ••uni versa! thing'' ' '' 
(Bernstein 253, note 64). 
D 14 
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conclude that hermeneutic• muat be a valid and rich mean• ot 
expr•••ing literary meaning. 
Thi• perspective on the role ot hermeneutic• in 
literature allows generously for reader participation in the 
creative process. Bernstein again invokes Gadamer in 
defense of the reader's role: 
Meaning and understanding are not psychological 
processes, discrete events, or states of mind; 
they are essentially and intrinsically linguis-
tic. It is the work of art or text itself that 
possesses meaning. And furthermore, this meaning 
is not self-contained--simply "there" to be dis-
covered; meaning comes to realization only in 
and through the "happening'' of understanding. ( 126) 
The call to the reader is more than simply to receive; he or 
she must "understand" as well. Such awareness and activity 
on the part of the reader seem especially appropriate to the 
epic genre. It is the necessary interaction of reader and 
text that provides the epic with real drama. 
*** 
Ulysses is, with little doubt, the most adventurous epic 
of the twentieth century; the indicators of this 
exceptionality lie in Joyce's confidence, even irreverence, 
when dealing with the classic genre. • • • His version is a 
complete reworking of not only Homer's saga but of the 
expectations of the genre. 
\ 
In his book on the epic tradition, John Kevin Newman re-
emphasizes Joyce's ''allegiance'' to the art of Homer (36). 
15 
Newaan i• quick to note, however, that Joyce is aa unique as 
be i• faithful (36). 5 Not only in his acknowledgement ot torm 
but a'lao quite atrongly in his characterization, Joyce both 
acknowledge• and adds to the body ot epics crafted by the 
ancient masters. 
The most logical point of reference in any epic is the 
hero; as already mentioned, Joyce's hero is not necessarily 
the same person at all time. But the unique qualities of his 
overt heroes -- Bloom and Stephen Dedalus -- are extensions 
of Homer's Ulysses. W.B. Stanford notes: 
By endowing Odysseus with a share of the normal 
heroic qualities Homer avoided any suggestion 
that he was an eccentric figure ... but at the 
same time ... skillfully succeeded in distin-
guishing Odysseus by slight deviations in almost 
every heroic feature ... there is something a 
little unaristocratic. • . at any rate, the 
[differences] serve to mark Odysseus out as 
exceptional. (66-67) 
Bloom and Stephen embody the same kind of ordinary 
exceptionality: Bloom seems inordinately concerned with food 
while Stephen tries to grasp his aesthetic vision. 
6 What make 
5 Newman, in a footnote, mentions that Joyce's desire to 
combine the dual heroic role ( shared in the Odyssey by 
Telemachus and Ulysses) is not a new technique. Quoting an 
article by Richard Ellman, Newman cites a classic play --
Hecale -- in which the two characters are combined. What I 
would suggest is that Joyce does retain two distinct heres at 
all times -- the literary and the literate. 
6 Stanford mentions that Odysseus is prone to "unusually 
frank and realistic remarks on the importance of food in human 
life'' (67), calling to my mind Bloom's incessant concerns with 
eating. Later on the same page Stanford remarks that Homer's 
16 
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tb .. exceptional in Joye•'• Dublin ~~ aaid• from
 the 
aachination• ot the narrator -- ia that unique, idiosy
ncratic 
\ 
quality. Stanford mak•• the following observation ab
out the 
beroic Bloom: 
[Bloom's) whole odyssey is woven within the space 
of about one square mile. As a result Bloom's 
adventures must arise mainly from the agility of 
his imagination and the subtlety of his senses. (223-224) 
"c~ 
Stanford asserts that Bloom's heroic nature stems fr
om his 
limitations. Even if the majority of his "heroism" is mere 
intellectual exercise, Bloom is nonetheless typi
cal of the 
\ 
' 
' 
epic hero in his ability to overcome the confines of
 his world ' 
and create for himself a new role to play. 
It is the power of the imagination that ~r
eates 
opportunities for all of Joyce's heroes, the reader
 included. 
The adventures of the tale, both within the text 
and in the 
reader, circulate within the labyrinthine pos
sibilities 
invoked by a powerful and imaginative mind. 
Odysseus was both "compassionate'' and pragmatic
; looking 
respectively at Stephen and Bloom hints at anothe
r parallel 
between Homer and Joyce. Perhaps what Joyce has d
one is not 
to combine heroes but to draw out the dual nature i
nherent in 
Odysseus. If so, it is again incumbent upon the 
reader to 
fuse the two heroic natures during his or her rea.din
g process. 
17 
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Chapter 2: 
Wandering Rocks--What•s Been Said 
r 
18 
.,:-.:.,--
Joyce's Ulysses ia belligerent in it• position in epic 
tradition; from its format to its characters and their 
journeys. In his biographical James Joyce, Herbert Gorman 
offers one of many possible motivating factors behind Joyce's 
choice of the Ulysses myth as the basis for his epic novel; 
he quotes Joyce: 
''The most beautiful and embracing subject is that 
of Ulysses. It is more human than Hamlet, Don 
Quixote, Dante or Faust. It embodies everything • 
• . . The most beautiful human traits and emotions 
are found in Ulysses .... It was the mysticism 
that pleased me." (224) 
If this sentimental comment is even partially truthful--if he 
was most impressed by the mystery of the epic--then Joyce's 
statement seems to reinforce the perception that his work is 
a mysterious web, intricate and purposefully obscured. It is 
natural then for such an evasive manuscript to evoke varied 
and often conflicting critical responses. I n t h e 
introductory paragraph of The Bloomsday Book chapter on 
Wandering Rocks, Harry Blamires glosses ove~Jthe mysterious 
in an attempt to encapsulate the chapter. His brief study of 
chapter 9 reiterates the standard evaluation of this central 
chapter: as both transition and microcosm; as a "small-scale 
labyrinth"; as a juxtaposition of two rival powers--religious 
and civil; and as a testimony to Joyce's attention to detail 
(94). There is certainly a great measure of validity in these 
19 
• 
obaervationa, but they hardly exhaust the tenth chapter'• 
possibilities. Other critics, such as Michael Groden, 
disclaim the validity of even this much attention to the 
chapter, saying that the Wandering Rocks chapter is simply 
a part of the "transitional section of the novel, utilized aa 
-· 
an excuse for experimental and elaborate methodology and not 
essential to the plot" (37). The evolution of the critical 
research on this chapter, al though less decisive in its 
conclusions than Blamires and Groden, points to a more 
significant evaluation of it as a unique and meritorious 
component of Ulysses. 
Ironically, the narrow limitations of chapter ten's 
literary value as imposed by many critics echo the limited 
awareness of the 19 focal characters in that chapter: neither 
critic nor Dubliner seems capable of looking beyond the 
construct of his words and his positions to see other possible 
interpretations. Remaining within the superficial 
constraints imposed on the chapter by its central position 
and deceptively objective presentation cheats any reader of 
the full experience in the Bloomsday search. The moment the 
character--or the reader--accepts these externally determined 
boundaries, the ancient trap of the labyrinth has worked.
1 
A later critic has used this structural perspective of 
1 See more on the significance of the labyrinth in chapter 
3, page 34. 
20 
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the chapter •• a •tarting point tor di•cu••ion. 
Melchiori ••••rt• that Wandering Rocks i• both 
anomalous because of its static quality, an 
interlude or epitome of the whole structure of 
Ulysses, ... and at the same time a kind of 
essential Dubliners--each story of the earlier 
work being reduc9d to rardly more than an 
epiphanic moment. (60) 
Giorgio 
Regardless of whether or not these "moments" exist, Melchiori 
extends the previously held assumption of Wandering Rocks as 
central to the novel to include its centrality for Joyce's 
previous work as well. Whether or not is was intended to, 
this expansion of the chapter's influence gives it an 
importance in and of itself, instead of as a mere tool in the 
workings of the novel. 
While re-evaluating the importance and potential of 
Joyce's middle chapter, recent scholars have simply added to 
the general dissent. C.H. Peake agrees with earlier critics 
that Wandering Rocks ''makes a pause in the central movements 
of the two protagonists" (115). But he also asserts that the 
"citizens are "wandering rocks'. • • that their lives have no 
sense of dij,ection or purpose,'' and ''Conmee and the Viceroy 
• • • stand for the unmoving boundaries of Church and state 
between which the daily activities of the citizens are 
2 Although Melchiori goes on to base his ''epiphanic moment'' 
observations on the ''famous definition in Stephen Hero" (60), he · 
repeatedly qualifies each example. In short, he starts playing a 
'' it is an epiphany, but not really" game, taking his reader quickly 
to the point of frustration and suspicion. 
21 
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confined• (141). Hi• evaluation of the action here i• that 
it is "purely symbolic" and serves only as an examination of 
the spirit, not as a chronicle of divergent journeys. In The 
Argument or Ulysses, Stanley Sultan argues against the 
assumption of wandering Dubliners as personified "wandering 
rocks'': "the classical wandering rock image refers to a 
treacherous and unpredictable hazard" (214). The people in 
Joyce's tenth chapter are not destroyers but "victims" (214). 
Sultan suggests that, instead of the moving citizens, the 
''obvious 11 rocks are the frame--Conmee and the viceroy, church 
and state (214). ; 
The advantage of reviewing two opposed argw(ents is the 
opportunity to observe the degree to which each critic imposes 
an order on the chapter primarily according to the 
connotations of the chapter's title, Wandering Rocks. The 
relegation of chapter-meaning to the limitations of the 
chapter's title ignores the fact that the printed editions of 
the book do not include the chapter name. There seems to be 
a consisten~ desire to acknowledge or even create a logical 
and comforting order among the episode's often unrelated Irish 
nomads • 
Coming closer to a more realistic if less adventurous 
evaluation, still others adjust themselves to the novel's 
structure instead of adjusting the novel to .. their own. After 
addressing the primarily eclectic nature of the C.Tlysses 
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raading proaa••, Barnard Benatock IIIIU• tbe follovi119 
obaervation: 
With "Wandering Rocks" a radically new departure beco .. • 
apparent, but serves tor this chapter 
only: the larger cityscape of Dublin provides 
the setting, and a cross-section of its citizenry 
the ''heroes" and "heroines." (130) 
Here Benstock does not pretend to pigeonhole the chapter or 
its characters; he makes open-ended assertions, leaving his 
reader not with answers but with a way to articulate 
questions: What comprises this Dublin setting? What 
''heroics'' are typical of these people? What Benstock does 
not acknowledge is the impact of this ''new departure'' on the 
reader's reception of the whole novel. 
Gregory Lord, implicitly agreeing with Benstock's 
observation of the episode's difference, implies that the mere 
existence of the tenth chapter requires questioning: "In 
introducing the episode of the Wandering Rocks as the armature 
of chapter 10, Joyce substituted in his schema an episode 
that, of course, never occurred in the Odyssey" (125). He 
observes an "incompleteness, " an indecisiveness, about the 
tenth chapter, asserting that such indecision comes naturally 
after the • Homeric choice--the path through Skylla and 
Charibdys--has already been played out in its modern 
adaptation in chapter 9 ( 12 6) • He points to the often 
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pointl•••, unreaolved journeya--interpolationa3--that 
characterize the chapter: the incomplete "missions" ot Conmea 
and the Viceroy, the vain flirtation of Blazes Boylan in the 
produce store, the "idling" of Boylan's secretary, and 
Stephen's passivity in response to his sister's 
misfortune ( 127) . However, Lord also seems unresponsive, 
content to claim that the tenth episode "constitutes a 
nonevent and is thus in keeping with the mood of the chapter" 
( 128) . 
Though Lord significantly places the chapter within the 
''Odyssean context•• ( 127) , he seems content to indicate the 
chapter's mood as the primary motivation for its structure. 
Regardless, he does admit the validity of ''centrality•• that 
Leo Knuth proposes (Lord 128). Knuth offers an interesting 
image of the chapter's fundamental nature: 
Once the process of grasping the overall pattern 
(of details] is completed, a total picture will 
emerge in which all the elements are inextricably 
interrelated in a kind of web or network. (405) 
This perspective asserts the intricacy of Joyce's artistry in 
this chapter. Although his study tends to sound at times more 
like a mathematical equation than a literary study, Knuth 
draws a dizzying number of parallels among the scenes, events, 
3 Kathleen McCormick, in " .. Just a Flash Like That': the 
Pleasure of .. Cruising' the Interpolations in .. Wandering Rocks, 1 11 
gives some clear and relevant examples of ''interpolations. 11 
Chapter 3 of this text also includes some other observations by 
McCormick. 
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and images in the middle chapter with corresponding activitiea 
in the other chapters. His one weakness is his unsuccessful 
attempt to represent so many of the chapter's possible 
interlacements. What he does do, in the midst of some errant 
allegories, is establish the de-emphasis ot the character-hero 
character; Bloom, centered in the chapter, becomes the focal 
point as a character but not as hero (407);this absence of a 
conspicuous heroic figure opens up the possibility of more 
active reader involvement. This idea of centrality which 
seems to be sanctioned by most theorists finds a comfortable 
and appicable explanation in Mervin Lane's ''A Synecdochic 
Reading of 'Wandering Rocks' in Ulysses." Lane combines the 
importance of the chapter's position and the ''bird's eye'' 
perspective offered on all of this Dublin's necessary 
inhabitants, scrutinizing action and actors as a ''moving 
labyrinth" ( 125) • His suggestion that the chapter • 1S 
comprised of synecdochic reversals--"veiled • • . contrasts 
or inversions''--of what he calls the "parent'' chapters, 
situates the episodes in chapter 10 as distorted microcosms 
of the larger chapters. Taken in this light, not only are the 
episodes important as touchstones to the other chapters or as 
a stylistic pause in the novel, but they are also varied and 
intricate puzzles, each with the potential to lead the reader 
astray many times over. 
"' 
It is just this spirit of labyrinth that incites the role 
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of the reader to Odyaaean proportions. The "Streets" chapter, 
a• Lane refers to it, is not as simple and objective aa 
Blamires and Groden indicated. 
There is more, then, that occurs in the this chapter. 
The echoes of previous and proceeding chapters within the 
episodes both tie the novel together and act as clues to the 
"truths'' of the novel. 4 It also poses the question of how 
involved the reader must be in order to recognize and handle 
appropriately the ruts and missteps that characterize the 
Wandering Rocks. 
4 Lane emphasizes the chapter's inherent trickery when, at 
the end of his article, he points out that '' in every truth the 
opposite is also true'' (139). 
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Bloods, Labyrinths, and Echoes 
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Having explored the history of the narrative study and 
the relevant criticism of the Wandering Rocks chapter, I 
will focus in this final section primarily on the 
application of narrative interpretation and primary imagery 
as a means of drawing out the specifics that ma~e this 
chapter central to both the action within the novel and the 
reader's positioning within the chapter. 
As Lenehan claims, "there's a touch of the artist about 
old Bloom" (235). With this insight, reminiscent of 
somewhat coarser truths Simon Dedalus spouts, we get a hint 
of what drives the Wandering Rocks chapter. Bloom, his 
narrator, and his creator display a touch of artistry here 
in the center of the novel, creating a distinctive space 
within.the structure of this complicated novel, one that opens 
itself to a panorama of perspectives. Georgia Melchiori, in 
11 
.. The Wandering Rocks, ' or the Rejection of Stephen Oedalus," 
observes this chapter: 
The Wandering Rocks ... has been seen as 
a pause in the action; Stanley Sultan. • • 
sees it as an interlude between the two halves 
of the book, the first preparatory and the 
second developmental. (59) 
However, in his quest to prove that the tenth chapter serves 
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to break down conventions, ha writ•• off the possibility that 
this section might function as an integral part of the 
complete work. It is this tendency to discuss this chapter 
as simply a device for guessing at Joyce's intentions that I 
hope to avoid and, if successful, to raise some provoking 
questions about as well. 
\ 
The chapter reveals itself as the vital connection not 
only between the Dublin citizens within their routines but 
also on a larger scale as a vital connection between reader 
and text. The connection, however, is not a threat-free 
experience, as suggested by the ambiguous nature of the major 
images, by the pervasive sarcastic criticism of the Dublin 
characters portrayed, and by the often misleading or false 
information offered to the reader as truth. 
Much has been made of the assignment of particular organs 
to each chapter of the novel; accepting this as a valid method 
of categorization, then, the reader recognizes that the artist 
Joyce has endowed this chapter with the life's blood of the 
novel. What intrigues me most about this blood image is the 
duality of its implications. There is, of course, the life-
giving, sustaining power of blood: it carries antibodies, 
oxygen, and nutrients throughout the body, finally collecting 
and disposing of waste materials. Flushed cheeks are 
considered healthy, and members of one's family are called 
blood relatives. Bloodlessness, 
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in this • vein, implies 
cowardice, iapotence, and ultiaately lit•l•••n•••· But the 
intriguing contraries occur when examining other, equally 
powerful implications of blood. Blood can api}l (or be 
spilled), can carry disease, and can also denote darker 
emotions: intense passions, anger, vengefulness, lust, hate. 
All aspects of this image are unquestionably essential 
to the plot, the language, and the structure of Wandering 
Rocks. In conjunction with the "art" assigned to this 
chapter--mechanics--the blood becomes the life, the pulse of 
the Dublin streets. Even the episodic structure and its 
tendency to allow the plots of these vignettes to overlap 
mimic the diastole of blood within the heart's cavities . 
Thus, the tenth chapter • 1S • a microcosm, a system 
paralleling the larger system of which it is a part. Joyce's 
narrator leads the reader on a sometimes bird's-eye, sometimes 
boot-heel tour of his city and offers a voyeur's perspective 
on all the novel's characters. As an integral member of this 
Dublin scene, the reader validates the application of the epic 
parallels between Joyce's and Homer's works. Although Bloom 
or Stephen (or, in the final chapter, Molly) can be considered 
the traveler in the other 18 chapters, in this one, the reader 
becomes epic hero; at least, since the narrator makes no 
clarifications, only reporting the observations, the reader 
is required to make sense of it all, to dissect and scrutinize 
the information provided. Because of this epical experience, 
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••well•• the chapter'• •icrocoaaic atructure and pervaaive 
blood imagery, Wandering Rocka •••rg•• a• the pivotal chapter 
in Joyce's novel. 
• •• 
The first episode introduces blood as a life-giving 
image. Using the Kenner-defined ''Uncle Charles Principle," 
the narrator enters Father Conmee 's thoughts, mimics his 
characteristic speech, and in the first paragraph, assigns 
the following Latin phrase to the priest: ''Vere dignum et 
justum est•• (219). 1 These words are the opening to 
Eucharistic prayer, the part of the eucharistic celebration 
in which Roman Catholics believe that the bread and wine, 
through the ordained power of the priest, are transformed into 
the body and blood of Jesus. The fact that Conmee would utter 
words that imply such a sacred act sanctifies the chapter, 
might lend a mystical power to the mundane streets of Dublin. 
The implication in this reading could very well be that the 
chapter is, as a result of Conmee's invocation, now more than 
a river of words, a collection of various scenes in Dublin; 
the blood image is practically consecrated and the image given 
an almost holy importance. 
But, as is characteristic of the dual-natured blood 
image, Conmee's blessing seems to have little effect. Here, 
1 
right• It 
This phrase, translated, is ''it is indeed fitting and 
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•• Leo Knuth ha• pointed out, the reader must recall that 
"Ulysses is, first and foremost, a witty book" (411). Thus, 
what seems at first glance to be sanctification is only 
sanctimonious and hollow in its futility. 
To illustrate the ineffectiveness of the good father, 
Mervin Lane points out: 
In contrast to Stephen's leaving the tower and 
house of the usurper and false priest (Haines 
and Mulligan) , we encounter a ''true" father 
leaving his presbytery. Unlike Stephen, he 
comes bearing his sanctimonious concern with 
church, home, country. Conrnee is thinking of 
his parishioners, of visiting, greeting, and 
blessing them. This is to be taken as an irony 
when compared with Stephen's departure ... 
which initiates his farewell to home, country, 
church. (127) 
While Stephen's journey seems to be one of possibilities for 
growth, Conmee utters his office, an action which has already 
been parodied by Buck Mulligan with his shaving cup. Jc¥:e's 
narrator, then, begins this chapter with deceptive reverence; 
the reader who can see past this falsehood has begun the 
journey through the semantic Symplegades. This ironic twist 
finds a fitting complement in the final episode, with the 
similarly hierarchical politician. Hermione de Almeida claims 
makes an observation of the man at the other end of the 
chapter, the viceroy, which parallels the mindless self-
importance with which Conmee seems so comfortable: 
Militaristic triumph and pride are emblematic 
of all other canted pieties of human organization: 
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for if pa1de1a2 haa become communal ego, than the 
polity expresses the essentials of this ego in it• 
aggressive chauvinism. (95, de Almeida's italics) 
Aa emblems, then, they have as much real interaction with the 
lives of their fellow Dubl iners, as much vital i ty--spiri tually 
and politically--as would a crucifix or a flag. 
Since Conmee 's first words--depending on how they are 
understood--have the power simultaneously to sanctify and to 
blaspheme, it is no wonder that the words themselves in this 
chapter echo the trademarks of blood. Often, Conmee•s speech 
ebbs, overlapping itself like coursing blood. A few examples: 
''Father Conmee smiled and nodded and smiled and walked along 
Mountjoy square east" (220); ''She raised her small gloved 
fist, 
mouth 
• • • I tiptapping her small gloved fist on her opening 
• • • '' ( 2 2 2) ; "A listless lady .•• walked alone the 
shore of lough Ennel, Mary, . . • listlessly walking" (223). 3 
2 
"paideia" is defined in Webster's New Twentieth Century 
Dictionary of the English Language, second edition, as ''training 
of physical and mental faculties in such a way as to produce a 
broad, enlightened, mature outlook harmoniously combined with 
maximum cultural development; the ideal development envisioned or 
attained by paideia." 
3 All italics here are mine, employed to highlight the 
repetitions that illustrate the ebb of Conmee's speech in this 
episode. Oddly, although Conmee is not given a chance to display 
these patterns again personally, he is present in episode 13 (241-
43), in which Stephen so completely encompasses the Aeolus-like 
inhalation/exhalation. This seems a similar, though not parallel, 
structure to -conmee•s. Perhaps Conmee represents one of the life-
giving elements in the novel (or, from a more cynical perspective, 
one of the blindly optimistic/ignorant who falsely see life in 
Dublin) • 
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Tb••• example• are arttul, obvious in their atylization and 
vivid in their ability to onomatopoeically reconstruct the 
pulsing of blood through veins. This masterful style imitates 
the reliable and regulated circulatory system, which can 
function and remain healthy within its prescribed environment. 
As primary mover in this section of the chapter, Conmee serves 
to reinforce the comfortable regularity of the system; he 
remains on his course and eventually reaches his destination. 
If Conmee is an indication of the blood circulation, his 
direction and destination serve to affirm further the 
probability of a healthy system. Conmee is headed north to 
his church. From what we are told by the narrator in episodes 
one and thirteen, there is evidence that Conmee reaches his 
destination and accomplishes what he had planned to do (say 
his nones and his vespers). In the human body, when blood 
moves north, it is coming directly from the heart after being 
re-oxidized, and it is pulsing toward the most important organ 
in the body: the brain. 
This seems an appropriate place to deposit this Conmee: 
by moving this other-worldly minded man away from the action, 
Joyce dimini~hes this character's ability to affect his fellow 
wanderers or Dublin action, the character who are undeniably 
physical. In relation to his fellow characters, Conmee finds 
himself the farthest removed from the center of action (the 
center of Dublin). This separation, again, severely hampers 
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the poaaibility that Conm•• aight be capable ot ottering a 
truly positive ettect on the Dublin environment. His prayers 
are repetitious, and his path north ends at the church. Under 
the guise of an affirmative force, the blood in Conmee•s 
episode proves to be an overused and dead-ended stream. 
The more passionate, positive blood images in these 
episodes are related to Blazes Boylan. In episode five, 
during Boylan's visit to Thornton's, the color red pervades. 
He chooses ''ripe shamefaced peaches'' and admires ''young juicy 
crinkled and plump red tomatoes'' (227). He ends his 
transaction by picking up a ''red carnation" from the counter, 
asking the sales girl boldly if it was his, causing her to 
blush, and finally walking into the streets of Dublin, ''the 
stalk of the red flower between his smiling teeth'' (228). 
Although the only true reference to blood here rests in the 
young salesclerk's cheek, Blazes as a character represents to 
both the reader and to Bloom the ultimate life-giving blood-
-that of sexual passion. H~e he playfully displays his 
confident mastery of seduction, bringing a young girl selling 
fruit to a knowing blush. The blood in this section is 
racing, not pulsing regularly as it did in Conmee's section. 
*** 
These manifestations of the blood imagery in Wandering 
Rocks are closely tied to the • recurring • image of the 
labyrinth. In its most basic application, this mythical image 
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correspond• to the actual interaecting by-way• of Dublin. In 
hi• "Bathymetric Reading" ot this chapter, Leo Knuth otter• 
the following evaluation: "The idea ot the labyrinth as a 
symbol of life as a quest for the lost object, the Mystic 
Center, is of crucial importance'' (407). He also claims that 
Bloom is the center of this labyrinthine scheme (406). The 
unfortunate flaw in this neat argument is the mythological 
history of the labyrinth. According to Edith Hamilton: 
When the Minotaur (son of Queen Pasiphae and 
Poseidon's bull) was born Minos did not kill him. 
He had Daedalus, a great architect and inventor, 
construct a place of confinement from which escape 
was impossible. Daedalus built the Labyrinth, 
famous throughout the world. Once inside, one 
would go endlessly along its twisting paths without 
ever finding the exit. (Prisoners were taken here.] 
In whatever direction they ran, they might be 
running straight to the monster; if they stood still 
he might at any moment emerge from the maze. (151) 
Knuth's observation, then, is superficial and, in its ill-
informed inferences, incorrect. Bloom is not, by any 
standards, a Minotaur, a voracious beast, unless you consider 
''Mr Leopold Bloom ate with relish the inner organs of beasts 
and fowls" (54-55) a serious case of voracity. Knuth, has 
also overlooked, sad to say, the connection between the 
labyrinth and Dedalus. If a mention of the labyrinth needs 
to be made, it cannot overlook Stephen's family heritage. 
What that leaves us with is the determination of the maze-like 
structure of the chapter in relation to the chapter's organ 
(blood) and its art (mechanics). The mechanical structure of 
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blood i• the circulatory system. The next question we must 
poae, however, is this circulatory system healthy, or is the 
atructure of the chapter consistent with the image. 
The mechanical system we have recognized does retain one 
rather disconcerting part of the labyrinthine theme: the dead 
end, or the wrong turn. In her examinations of the many 
''Wandering Rocks'' interpolations, Kathleen McCormick notes: 
~ (The chapter] is filled with juxtapositions and 
reader-traps of various kinds: optical illusions, 
ambiguous names, apparent errors, factual anomalies, 
false analogies, and a general absence of connections 
of any kind. (275) 
Al though her claim that there are few connections can be 
easily disputed, her catalog of interpolations is an accurate 
description of the wrong turns planted throughout the chapter. 
These interpolations may be viewed as a positive element, 
a healthy bloodletting of sorts for the chapter, a means to 
get out of the endlessly repetitive circuit. Like the horse 
race constantly mentioned in these episodes, the Dublin 
characters race, only to find themselves back where they 
started, having come full circle, like Bloom, who, in spite 
of his realization of Molly's infidelity, crawls back in bed 
beside her at the end of ''Ithaca.'' The wrong turns of 
characters like Kernan-- ''Well, well. Better turn down here. 
Make a detour" (240)--allow for at least temporary diversions. 
The existence of the chapter alone provides a 
bloodletting as well; as discussed previously, this chapter 
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ha• no direct correlation to the Odyssey. But both the 
individual and overall detours nevertheless reroute both 
character and reader back into the confusions and repetition• 
of Dublin. In the nineteenth and final episode, for example, 
all but our introductory Conmee return to the reader'• 
attention as passersby or onlookers to the viceroy's arrival. 
As a resourceful image, then, the circulatory system and 
all of its intricacies provide a productive basis for 
interpretation. But, as I was maybe too quick to point out 
in the critical passages cited above, one approach is never 
the only approach, and even the most wonderfully complex 
images may be glossed only in a narrowly defined exploration 
of their merits. 
Within the structure of the chapter the blood image works 
wel 1, but it is not, by far, the only image discussed or 
reiterated in the nineteen mini-episodes. Mervin Lane 
devotes an entire article to a neatly ordered parallel between 
the nineteen chapters of the novel and the nineteen episodes 
of chapter ten. He suggests the following: 
••. another way of reading the chapter (is] as a 
sequence of synecdochic reversals of the main chapters 
of the work. It appears that each "Wandering Rocks'' 
episode contains veiled but discoverable connections--
in the form of contrasts or inversions--with ''parent'' 
chapters. (125-26, Lane's italics) 
Although Lane makes some valid observations, to limit 
discussion to this kind of parallel is a gross simplification 
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of an intricately worked literary piece. It saema the 
bloodletting facet of the chapter discussed above cries out 
againat the employment of such contrived, successful systems. 
4 
I have chosen to apply, not exact reversals, but echoes 
of images, strategies and situations that have either already 
occurred earlier in the novel or that will appear in later 
chapters. McCormick's study categorizes some of the 
interpolations she isolates as either referrals to events in 
earlier chapters or foreshadowings of future events (285). 
These constant references outside of the chapter serve to tie 
it more closely to the action of the novel. The 
interpolations also allow the narrator (and the reader) to 
collect the flavors of each chapter within a 36 page 
microcosm. In order to retain some semblance of order in the 
discussion of these echoes and shadows, I choose only a few 
specific examples for illustration. 
The Lestrygonians (Chapter 8) finds a few echoes in 
• 
chapter ten. One of the most vivid instances occurs in 
episode 9; Lenehan and M' Coy, during their walk, discuss 
feasting: ., 
Master Patrick Aloysius Dignam came out of 
Mangan's, late Fehrenbach's, carrying a pound and a 
half of porksteaks. 
-- There was a big spread out at Glencree reformatory, 
4 Earlier in chapter 3 and 
specifically with Lane's comments 
Wandering Rocks as a whole. 
in chapter 4 , I deal more 
on character interaction and 
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Lenehan said eagerly. 
• • • 
-- But wait till I tell you, ••• Laahings ot stuff we 
put up: port wine and sherry and curacao to which wa 
did ample justice. Fast and furious it was. After 
liquids came solids. Cold joints galore and mince 
pies ... (234) 
Lenehan's eagerness to discuss such unbridled feasting reminds 
the reader of Bloom's indulgent eating habits throughout the 
novel as well as in Lestrygonians. Both the Lenehan example 
and the bulk of Chapter 8 employ a cataloging method to 
express the lavishness of the feast. 
Scylla and Charybdis, directly preceding Wandering Rocks, 
finds an undeniable parallel in the opening paragraph of 
episode thirteen: 
Dust webbed the window and the showtrays. 
Dust darkened the toiling fingers with their 
vulture nails. Dust slept on coils of bronze 
and silver, lozenges of cinnebar, on rubies, 
leprous and winedark stones. (241) 
Here, as in Stephen's chapter, the beauty ( or maybe more 
accurately the appropriateness) of language becomes a thing 
for him to revel • in, ultimately replacing the objects 
themselves. In this instance, dust takes on the guise of a 
precious gem. Stephen, again, has removed himself from the 
real world in deference to contrived images and his ''poetic'' 
ideal. 
The final echoed chapter I will refer to is Aeolus. This 
chapter seems to have many reverberations in Wandering Rocks, 
perhaps more than any of the previously mentioned chapters. 
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This may be because the action of breathing--in and out~-
subtly resembles the gentle pulsing of the bloodstream. Some 
of the earlier cited passages from Father Conmee•s episode 
offer illustration, but episode thirteen has some particularly 
excellent examples: 
Beingless beings. Stop! Throb always without 
you and the throb always within. Your heart 
you sing of. I between them. Where? Between 
two roaring worlds where they swirl, I. Shatter 
them, one and both. (242) 
These images recall the inversions that pepper the seventh 
chapter. Further in this same episode are some shorter, more 
obvious inhalation/exhalation pairings: 
Agenbite of inwit. Inwit's agenbite. 
Misery! Misery! (243) 
These final examples, along with all the echoes from earlier 
chapters mentioned above, not only serve to pull the outer 
chapters into the middle chapter's microcosm; each also 
reiterates the circulatory theme of the chapter itself. The 
food and word feasts serve as distractions, detours from a 
weary life in Dublin. Stephen's final cry in episode thirteen 
might intimate the cry muttered inaudibly by every Dubliner: 
their recognition of a system that is ultimately a misery 
because, no matter what the. distraction, they are still in 
Dublin. But, considering who offers this cry, the man 
out of touch with the true streets oi Dublin, the reader 
most 
must 
consider that the lot of the Dubliners is probably not so 
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deaperate •• Stephen believe•. 
The case i• very similar for the foreshadowed images a• 
well. The music of Sirens, for example, is anticipated in 
auctioneer's handbell in episode 11 (Joyce 237). Bloom's 
literary indulgence on the previous page--his selected 
passages from sweets of Sin--reverberates in the italicized 
sections of Circe: 
The beautiful woman threw off her sabletrimmed wrap, 
displaying her queenly shoulders and heaving 
embonpoint. An imperceptible smile played round her 1ata.t 
lips as she turned to him calmly. 
(236, Joyce's italics) 
What seems to differentiate the kinds of images that 
anticipate coming chapters as opposed to those that echo 
previous ones is that the anticipatory sections prove to be 
nothing more than impotent, naive dreams. The music of 
Sirens, we'll soon discover, resolves itself in flatulation, 
and the sexual encounter savored by Bloom in the pages of the 
cheap paperback finds a sad parallel in Circe: Bloom's sex 
is nothing more than voyeuristic masturbation. 
From these blatantly mundane images of what seemed in 
Wandering Rocks to • promise exciting fulfillment--in the 
disappointment that such realizations necessarily bring--how 
can any argument for epic stand? I ask you to recall the 
classical reference for the entire chapter--the Wandering 
Rocks --or Symphaglades, those stumbling blocks to epical 
progress. Simply stated, if we believe, with question, what 
•;, 
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we read, we trip over tho•• rocka. The tricks and illusions 
of thi• deceptively atraightforward chapter are a strong 
re.minder of the other pitfalls any reader must expect to 
encounter in the journey through fiction. Only the aware, 
those with their eyes on the road instead of in the clouds 
(like Conmee), can be expected to make their way through. 
Daniel Schenker provides an interesting perspective on 
Joyce's Dublin: 
People remain lonely, paralyzed, and remark-
ably ignorant because they can hardly manage 
to exchange signs of recognition, much less 
talk and listen to one another. Certainly one 
can see that in Joyce's Dublin everyone is 
something of a stranger to everyone else--
husbands to wives, fathers to sons, priests to 
people. ( 163) 5 
Like Joyce's characters, his readers are also capable of not 
connecting; the text does not offer an easy path through its 
pages. But the visualization of characters like Corunee can 
illustrate effectively the consequences of apathy. 
5 Schenker introduces this idea of limited ''social 
interaction'' by recalling the last line of Joyce's ''Eveline'': 
"Her eyes gave him no sign of love or farewell or recognition."--
! believe this does epitomize the state of Molly's relationship 
with Bloom, Conmee's with his flock, and Boylan's with Bloom, for 
a few examples. 
1) 
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Chapter 4: 
The Reader's Odyssey 
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If Ulysses i• an epic, where can we find the hero? I• 
Bloom, Stephen, or Blazes equipped to meet the larger-than-
life measurements of an Odysseus? 
If Joyce teaches us nothing else, he shows us, I hope, 
that we can walk away from this novel knowing that conventions' 
are merely a place to start creating. Surely, in the earthy 
. 
Dublin Joyce creates--a Dublin of detailed parlors, blood-red 
kidneys, and cats with dialogue--an ordinary, f~ulted man such 
as Bloom can be a hero of epic proportions. But we should not 
expect that he is the only possible hero. The tenth chapter, 
as mentioned in the introduction, has no direct antecedent in 
the organization of the novel's ancient Greek ancestor, the 
Odyssey. Joyce, in choosing to include the option not chosen 
by Ulysses and by placing that chapter in the center of his 
novel, invites the reader to speculate. 
the role of epic traveler. The unpredictable wanderings of 
the Dublin characters here require an organizer, someone to 
impose order upon what seems initially chaotic. This, above 
all the rest, is the greatest deception of the novel. 
McCormick notes that: 
In --short, ''Wandering Rocks" requires that its readers 
become ''strong readers, 11 willing to take charge of 
their own interpretive situations, actively creating 
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interpretation• rather than waiting tor the text to 
foreground "correct" ones. (275) 
Yea! What Joyce does by placing both· Scylla and Charybdis 
and Wandering Rocks before his readers is restore the choice 
initially given to and made by Ulysses. A new era of heroes 
is given a chance to re-examine the options. 
But this choice is not without responsibility. McCotmick 
ends her discussion with the following warning: 
••• the reader becomes most keenly aware of 
the risks involved in trying to develop casual 
relationships between interpolations and larger 
contexts ... The reader, therefore, cannot 
adopt a single, foolproof strategy for reading, 
but rather, must maintain his or her stance as 
a strong reader if he or she is to enjoy the 
experience of reading. (285) 
This required awareness places an unusual amount of pressure 
on the reader to get the joke, or follow the pun, or catch 
the mistakes; what makes this job even more difficult is 
Joyce's tendency towards inside j ekes. The diegesis of 
Bloomsday Dublin is an intricate puzzle; the purpose of any 
puzzle--Joyce' s included--is to keep the player alert and 
interested. The constant threat of pitfalls, especially in 
this deceptively simple chapter, serves to challenge the 
"strong'' reader to look for the true clues; only the clear-
minded reader has a chance of breaking through. 
C.H. Peake intimates the visual, almost cinematic quality 
of Wandering Rocks, claiming the tenth chapter ''makes a pause'' 
in the journeys of the two heres, that it offers the reader 
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•nineteen ·ahota• of the Dublin atreeta and the circulating 
populace" (115). An observation by Craig Wallace Barrow in 
Hontage 1n James Joyce's Ulysses carries this image a step 
further. He emphasizes the importance of the reader's ability 
to ''sea" in Wandering Rocks, referring to the chapter as "the 
most cinematic episode in Ulysses" (101). Barrow claims that 
the frame of Conmee and the Earl of Dudley as well as the 
complex connections between scenes and characters ''help(s) fix 
the reader's attention on the kind of comparisons and 
contrasts that bring out Joyce's themes" ( 115-116). 1 The 
reader's facility in envisioning the events of Wandering Rocks 
creates a credible and describable world. 
But the world the reader sees is deceptive. What makes 
the reader interaction in Joyce's novel unique, an experience 
beyond the expected relationship of reader to text. Although 
all texts require reader involvement, most epics have an 
element of continuity; this known quotient, no matter how 
small, is at its least the hero's awareness of his search. 
The responsibility this text places on its reader to create 
an ordering system into which the scattered and dubious events 
of the novel may be placed and evaluated not only complicates 
the plot, but simultaneously distracts the reader from his or 
her awareness of the reader's heroics. This distraction 
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inhibit• the reader's ability to understand the text, the same 
understanding that Gadamer claims establishes the reader' a 
reception ot textual meaning. 
reader 
Wandering Rocks tricks the 
into an initially complacent role, a moment to catch his or 
her breath after the confusion of Scylla and Charybdys, only 
to demand greater dedication to the task of hero in the 
sorting out of the many Dubliners' separate journeys. 
David Wright offers some fine observations of the 
reader's position in relation to Bloom's, as well as his or 
her own journey. In the Bloom's fantasy at the bookstand, he 
is portrayed as both pathetic cuckold and masochistic erotic 
dreamer: ''In this case the narrative detachment and eloquence 
draw attention to Bloom's limitations rather than his 
strengths'' (91). Wright sees Wandering Rocks 
as an opportunity for Bloom to seem weak so that the reader 
can be in a strong enough position to make a judgement. 
Wright also believes that the fluctuation in the 
narrative attention to characters like Bloom teach the reader 
how to be l~ss dependent on the narration for information: 
The new methods thus deprive the reader of 
certainties, of easy readings of the charac-
ters. It is much more challenging now to 
assess them: we have to balance when they 
show us themselves with what we are told about 
them and neither of these impressions is in 
itself concrete or definitive. (91) 
Wright asserts the position that the reader wants to be 
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involved with th• text, that "curiosity" provide• aotivation 
enough to maintain Joyce's harrowing pace (92). 
But what more natural than curiosity in an epic? It is 
the primary ingredient for a successful epic hero. Only the 
curious step out of the expected behavior to chance the 
unknown. Each Joyce reader is given that opportunity, is 
f creed to make that decision: the strong willed--"strong 
readers'' as McCormick would put it--survive. 
Wright makes an interesting point about the survival of 
the textual heros, Bloom and Stephen: "[they] seem special 
partly because they have survived the extraordinary narrative 
ordeal Joyce has forced them to undergo" (94). The reader, 
I believe, undergoes a similar ''ordeal." Not only is he or 
she responsible for discovering what (if any) truth the novel 
has to offer for themselves, but he or she must also allow for 
the growth and heroic revelations of Bloom and Stephen. 
Sharing Stephen and Bloom's "physical passivity, present 
unhappiness, isolation, alienation, introspection and interest 
in language"2, the reader is as much a part of the experience 
as the men whose names are on the novel's pages. 
McCormick ends her article with the following assertion: 
The "Wandering Rocks" episode becomes most 
pleasurable to the reader who takes inter-
2 This listing of Steven and Bloom's shared traits is quoted 
form Wright's article, page 93. I was struck with the similarity 
between the three heres involved as I read the list. 
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pretive ri•k•, one who ••lf-con•ciou•ly 
creates a course through Wandering Rocks 
with as many daring moves as possible: 
reading and misreading, using and abusing 
•.. this text that is both hostile and 
enticing. (287) 
McCormick's use of the word "risks" emphasizes the level of 
active participation expected from Joyce's readers. 
However, this participation requirement is certainly not 
limited to the middle chapter; the reader's opportunity to 
interact with the text is a continual process. In Teller and 
the Tale in Joyce's Fiction, John Paul Riquelme makes some 
valid and intriguing observations on the Penelope chapter and 
the reader's role in it. He claims that the reader, as 
listener, "strives'' to define his or her role, and in the 
process, 
••• we become the teller's counterparts, for he 
gives us the material for completing the motion 
ourselves .... We are the tale's subject .... 
We discover the teller to be "all in all," and 
we discern our own and other voices in his story, 
his story in us. (227) 
Riquelme's concern in this passage is the reader's response 
to Molly's chapter-long soliloquy, but the same indications 
of what Joyce's fiction has to offer are impossible to deny 
in Wandering Rocks. Here, not only must the reader work 
towards an understanding of each character presented: he or 
she must then be ready to stand back, assemble the bits of 
information (and misinformation), and define the unifying 
principles of the characters.· 
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What mak•• thi• epical? Doean • t every reader attempt 
to wake aenae of any text? Assemble opinions? Yea, the 
reader'• goal is to gain some understanding of the given text, 
whatever it might be. But the difference in reading Joyce-
-especially in reading Wandering Rocks--is the displacement 
of the heroic responsibility. In chapter 9 , the hero 
disappears; no one character in the written pages attends to 
the actions of all the other characters. Only the reader sees 
all; only the reader participates in every episode. According 
to epic tradition, the hero is central to epic action. If the 
reader is forced into the central role in Joyce's epic and the 
necessity of the reader's involvement in the text is a given, 
how can there be another hero in Wandering Rocks? 
As an integral member of the Dublin scene here, the 
reader validates the application of the epic parallels 
between Joyce's and Homer's works. Melchiori notes: 
while to all the other chapters of the book t h e r e 
correspond specific episodes of the Odyssey, 
different adventures of Ulysses (or Telemachus), 
in this one case the Homeric reference is to an 
adventure that did not take place. 
(63, Melchiori's italics) 
But Melchiori does not give Joyce credit for possibly choosing 
the ''path not taken" by Ulysses as more than a device for 
destroying the conventional epic story; he does not recognize 
that Joyce has also created a new kind of epic. 
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Paul Ricoeur, when discussing the narrative function, recall• 
that the text is, and has always been, a continuoua art: 
Since narrative is a constant re-working of prototypes, 
"analysis should be organized in tetms ot such general and 
continuing aspects as of narrative as meaning, character, 
plot, and point of view" (286). Taking this broad perspective 
perhaps invites the timid reader into the sometimes 
frightening world of text. As Ricoeur poses at the end of his 
book, "could we not say, in conclusion, that fiction, by 
opening us to the unreal, leads us to what is essential in 
reality?'' (296). 
I believe that the quest of the reader, as well as the 
writing of text, is an ever developing, evolutionary process. 
Both the writer and reader effect change on the other, 
demanding and yielding: ultimately, understanding. 
Having found myself reacting both with hostility and 
curiosity to this chapter, I believe I may have at least begun 
to approach the challenge of interpretation that Joyce sets 
before each reader. My greatest challenge will be avoiding 
any false sense of closure I might be tempted to claim as 
., 
rightfully mine. If nothing else, Joyce assures his readers 
numerous and varied readings. I believe I will stumble again 
over these rocks, no matter how familiar they may seem to me. 
But, as Father Cowley assures me in the last episode, ''That' 11 
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do" (245) -- at least for the moment. 
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